
PageWriter 100, 200/300pi    Cardiograph Series

Superior ECGs
by any measure
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ADVANCED FEATURES, UNBEATABLE VALUE 

The Philips PageWriter 200/300pi offers a wealth 
of advanced features designed to save you time and
simplify the acquisition, interpretation, storage and
transmission of ECGs.  
As with the PageWriter 100, this standard cardiograph
captures accurate 12-lead ECGs on full-size paper—
with no cutting or pasting. Plus, it features an
alphanumeric keyboard so you can enter patient 
IDs in seconds.  

Move up to the PageWriter 300pi to get the same
highly accurate adult and pediatric interpretive
algorithm that’s used in the Philips PageWriter Xli
cardiograph. And the 300pi has a built-in ECG
Analysis Program to produce reports that include
ECG measurements and analysis statements. 

PHILIPS’ PAGEWRITER 100 AND 200/300PI

For superior performance anywhere you need it—
office, clinic or hospital—Philips offers high-quality
cardiographs that range in function and price, so you
can choose the model that best meets your needs and
fits your budget. 

The Philips PageWriter 100 is a cardiograph 
packed with features to make the most of your
investment. Or move up in capability for an
unbeatable combination of quality and value 
with the Philips PageWriter 200/300pi.

Either way you’re assured of Philips’ legendary
reliability and low cost-of-ownership.

EASY ECONOMICS  

The Philips PageWriter 100, our most economical
cardiograph, is so easy to use there’s virtually no
learning curve. Activate an ECG at the press of a

single button and be assured of accurate results. Traces
are printed on full-size paper from a continuous-feed,
high-resolution, digital-array printer, providing
maximum quality output—with no cutting or 
pasting required.  

The PageWriter 100 records 3 or 6 channels at speeds
ranging from 5 mm to 50 mm per second, so you 
can capture multiple levels of detail. Full diagnostic
frequency meets American Heart Association (AHA)
guidelines. Dedicated function keys identify
frequently used operations in easy-to-understand
terms. And drop-in paper loading eliminates the
hassle of threading.

Powered by battery or AC, the PageWriter 100 is 
an ideal solution for those who need mobility in
recording ECGs. 

Reliable, economical performance
anywhere you need it

The PageWriter 300pi also offers advanced predictive
instrument programs—especially helpful to
physicians making critical decisions in Emergency
Departments.

ACI-TIPI (Acute Cardiac Ischemia-Time Insensitive
Predictive Instrument) helps you predict the
probability of acute cardiac ischemia, while TPI
(Thrombolytic Predictive Instrument) helps you
identify patients having acute myocardial infarction
who might benefit from thrombolytic therapy.

Full-featured and lightweight, the PageWriter
200/300pi offers an unbeatable combination of
quality and value for offices, clinics and hospitals.

The alphanumeric keyboard on the Philips PageWriter 200/300pi
lets you enter patient IDs in seconds while the display lets you
check signal quality prior to printing, saving time and paper.

The Philips PageWriter 100 gives you the portability you need
without compromising the features and functions essential for
high-quality ECG recordings.

Everything about the PageWriter 100 makes ECG recording
easy, including its patient cable which reduces lead tangling
and quickens patient prep.

The PageWriter 300pi offers automatic interpretation of
ECG data and advanced predictive instruments for fast
patient assessment.
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HIGH QUALITY WITHOUT THE HIGH PRICE

Whether you choose the PageWriter 100 or
200/300pi, you will get the high-quality operation
you expect from a Philips solution:

Outstanding ECG Quality

• Simultaneous acquisition of up to 12 leads
• Recording speeds of 5, 10, 25 or 50 mm/sec for

capturing multiple levels of detail

Greater Flexibility

• Full-page English (A size) or metric (A4 size)
reports for convenient reading and filing

• Versatile report formats and speed options quickly
provide auto reports or rhythm reports

• Convenient battery operation for greater mobility 
• Copy button lets you generate as many ECG copies

as you want for filing and distribution
• Lightweight enough to move easily around office 

or clinic

Ease of use

• Color-coded keys make operation intuitive
• Easy loading allows fast, hassle-free paper

replacement 
• Provides money-saving alternative to time-

consuming cutting, pasting and mounting 
of single-channel strips 

• Dedicated function keys for frequently used
operations include Chart, Speed, Size, V Leads,
Filter, Page Advance, Auto, Manual, Copy, Stop —
and on the 200/300pi there’s a dedicated key 
for ID.

THE PHILIPS PAGEWRITER 100

Your investment in the PageWriter 100 also provides:

• Simple, one-button operation
• Continuous rhythm-strip recording of 3 or 6

channels
• Rechargeable lead acid battery to record

approximately 40 auto ECGs and 40 copies 
or 40 minutes of rhythm

• An easy-to-clean system 

THE PHILIPS PAGEWRITER 200/300PI

Choose the PageWriter 200/300pi to get:

• Real-time, continuous recording of 3, 6 or 12
channels

• Extensive ECG quality control features, including
AC noise filtering and baseline wander correction

• User-configurable filters
• A keyboard to quickly and easily add patient ID

information
• A display to preview the signal prior to printing,

saving time and paper

ADVANCED INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS

(PAGEWRITER 300PI)

When you choose the PageWriter 300pi you get
automatic interpretation of ECG data and advanced
predictive instruments for fast patient assessment:

• ACI-TIPI helps predict the probability of acute
cardiac ischemia

• TPI helps identify patients having acute myocardial
infarction (AMI) who might benefit from
thrombolytic therapy

• Automatic interpretation of ECG data using
clinically proven algorithm

• Adult and pediatric analysis programs are standard

U.S.WARRANTY

A three-year cardiograph warranty with overnight
replacement is standard on the Philips PageWriter
100 and 200/300pi.
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